Isolated use of vibration perception thresholds and semmes-weinstein monofilament in diagnosing diabetic polyneuropathy: "the North Catalonia diabetes study".
Several systems are used for the diagnosis of diabeticpolyneuropathy (DPN). We analyzed the isolated use of vibration perception thresholds (VPTs) or monofilament (MF) for the diagnosis of DPN. A group of 400 patients who had type 2 diabetes was selected from the North Catalonia Study Group. A clinical neurologic evaluation was performed based on three categories of the San Antonio Consensus. Neurothesiometer and quantitative tuning fork explored VPT, and MF was assessed by Olmos and Michigan Diabetic Neuropathy Score (MDNS) criteria. The use of VPT and MF showed a high specificity and low sensitivity. MF, by MDNS criteria, was more sensitive and specific, and showed more accurate positive and negative predictive values. The predicted probability of DPN diagnosis was higher with a tuning fork evaluation.